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Abstrac t 

Independent and-parallelism, dependent and-parallelism and or-parallelism are 
the three main forms of implicit parallelism present in logic programs. In this paper 
we present a model, IDIOM, which exploits all three forms of parallelism in a single 
framework. IDIOM is based on a combination of the Basic Andorra Model and the 
Extended And-Or Tree Model. Our model supports both Prolog as well as the fíat 
concurrent logic languages. We discuss the issues that arise in combining the three 
forms of parallelism, and our solutions to them. We also present an implementation 
scheme, based on binding arrays, for implementing IDIOM. 

1. Introduct ion 

Logic programming languages allow considerable freedom in the way programs 
are executed. This latitude permits one to exploit parallelism implicitly (without 
the need for programmer intervention) during program execution. Indeed, three 
main types of parallelism have been identified and successfully exploited in logic 
programs: 

(i). Independent and-parallelism: arises when a problem can be subdivided into a 
number of sub-problems, which can then be solved independently. It is specially 
found in programs using the "divide-and-conquer" paradigm of programming. 
An example of a system implementing this form of parallelism is &-Prolog [13]. 

(ii). Or parallelism: arises when a goal unifies with more than one clause heads, 
and the resulting resolvents can be pursued in parallel. Aurora [14] and Muse 
[1] are two examples of systems exploiting this form of parallelism. 

(iii). Dependent and-parallelism: arises when two (or more) goals share common 
variable(s) which may be used by these goals for mutual cooperation, and 
possibly to constrain each other's behaviour. In this case, one needs to define 
the conditions under which the goals can cooperate: in Committed Choice 
Languages, like Concurrent Prolog [21], GHC [22] or Parlog [2], these conditions 
are made explicit by means of guards; in the Andorra-I system [18] they are 
implicit. 

A system which exploits only one of the 3 forms of parallelism is clearly sub-
optimal—it will speed up only those programs which have that form of parallelism 
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present in them. This contradicts our initial premise regarding implicit exploitation 
of parallelism since now one has to know the forms of parallelism present in one's 
program, and then execute it in a system which exploits those particular forms of 
parallelism. Thus, it is of fundamental importance to design a system which can 
transparently exploit all three forms of parallelism. 

We believe that in integrating the diverse forms of parallelism it is sensible to 
try to reuse the techniques that have been previously developed for systems exploit-
ing individual forms of parallelism. If such an approach is taken then one can be 
reasonably confident that the final implementation would be efficient, at least for 
those programs which exploit only one kind of parallelism. For the programs which 
exploit more than one kind of parallelisms one can still hope that the integrated 
system would be efficient given that the properties of logic programs which give 
rise to the three forms of parallelism are largely orthogonal. This principie has in-
deed been applied before: in Andorra-I, which combines dependent and-parallelism 
and or-parallelism, using techniques of Aurora [14] and Parlog [3], and also in the 
AO-WAM, which combines or-parallelism and independent and-parallelism using 
techniques of &-Prolog [13] and Aurora. However, an implementation of a combi
nation of all three forms of parallelism has never been tried before, and that is the 
problem we at tempt to tackle in this paper. 

Our integrated framework, IDIOM (Integrated Dependent- Independent- and 
Or-parallel Model), is based on the Basic Andorra Model [25, 11] and the Ex
tended And-Or Tree Model of [8, 6]. From the former we borrow the principie of 
eager execution of determínate goals and or-parallel execution of non-determinate 
goals; from the latter we borrow techniques for parallel execution of independent 
(non-determinate) goals, and ways for combining their solutions which avoid re-
computation. Since IDIOM is based on the Basic Andorra Model it supports both 
Prolog like languages as well as (fíat) Committed Choice Languages (such as GHC). 
In this paper, however, our aim is mainly to support Prolog. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In section 2 we briefly describe 
the two models which are the basic components of IDIOM. In section 3 we present 
IDIOM and discuss the issues that arise due to the interaction between various 
forms of parallelism. We also discuss the issues involved in designing environment 
representation techniques for or-parallelism in the presence of (dependent and inde
pendent) and-parallelism. Section 4 presents the complete implementation model 
for IDIOM for a shared memory multiprocessor, describing how its control, work-
scheduling, etc., is organised. Our proposed implementation scheme for IDIOM is 
essentially a combination of Andorra-I, a system for realising the Basic Andorra 
Model, and AO-WAM, a system for realising the Extended And-Or Tree Model. 
Section 5 presents our conclusions and summary of our contributions. We assume 
the reader is in general familiar with the Binding Arrays method [26, 24] and Con-
ditional Graph Expressions (CGEs) [5, 12], and for the latter part of the paper with 
implementation techniques employed in [8] and [20]. 

2. Combin ing D e p e n d e n t and- , Independent and- and Or Paral le l ism 

As explained above, we base our model on the Basic Andorra Model [25, 11], 
which exploits dependent and- and or-parallelism, and the Extended And-Or Tree 
Model [8] which exploits independent and- and or-parallelism. The resulting model, 
which we cali IDIOM, thus exploits all three forms of parallelisms. Since the systems 
implementing these two models (Andorra-I for Basic Andorra Model and AO-WAM 
for Extended And-Or Tree model) use an identical implementation technique (Bind-



ing Arrays [26, 24]) for implementing or-parallelism (which is common to both) an 
implementation for IDIOM can be designed by combining Andorra-I and AO-WAM. 
In the rest of this section we briefly introduce the two component models and their 
implement ations. 

2.1 . T h e Basic Andorra M o d e l 

Andorra is the ñame given to a framework proposed by David H. D. Warren 
for tackling the classic problem of generating all answers to a problem coded as 
Horn clauses, with minimum number of inferences while performing as many steps 
in parallel as possible. Essentially, it allows subgoals to execute ahead of their 
turn ("turn" in the sense of Prolog's depth first search), and in parallel, subject to 
certain constraints. The first instance of the Andorra framework is the Basic An
dorra Model, where goals can be executed ahead of their turn in parallel if they are 
determínate, i.e., if at most one clause matches the goal (the determínate phase). 
If no determínate goals can be found for execution, a choice point is created for 
one goal (non-determinate phase) and parallel execution of determínate goals along 
each alternative of the choice point continúes. Or-parallelism is obtained by com-
puting along each alternative of the choice point in parallel, while dependent and-
parallelism is obtained by having determínate goals execute in parallel. Executing 
determínate goals (on which other goals may be dependent) eagerly also provides a 
coroutining effect, which helps in narrowing the search space of the program. 

The Basic Andorra Model has been realised by Yang, Costa and Warren in the 
Andorra-I system [18]. Andorra-I uses binding arrays for environment representa-
tion, and goal stacking for supporting eager execution of determínate goals. 

2.2. Combin ing Independent and-Paral le l i sm and Or Paral le l ism 

A number of models have been proposed for combining or- and (independent) 
and-parallelism in a single framework [17, 8, 27]. One of the most interesting issues 
in exploiting independent and- and or-parallelism is that the number of inferences 
performed at run-time can be reduced compared with standard sequential Prolog 
computation. Consider the following program: 

p ( l ) . p ( 2 ) . p ( 3 ) . 
q ( a ) . q ( b ) . 

? - p ( X ) , q (Y) , w r i t e ( f ( X , Y ) ) . 

Clearly, p and q can be executed in independent and-parallel. In the presence 
of or-parallelism, múltiple solutions to individual goals (e.g. p and q above) can 
be found in or-parallel. Once solutions for p and q have been found they can be 
combined via a cross-product and then the solution written out. In this way we can 
avoid executing q completely for every solution produced for p, contrary to what 
would be done, for example, by Prolog. Note that for computing the cross-product 
of solutions one does not have to wait for all solutions for p and q to be found. 
Rather, it can be computed incrementally. 

We cali the above technique solution sharing. It has been used in most and-or 
parallel models and, particularly, in the Extended And-Or Tree Model [8]. Solu
tion sharing introduces a new kind of or-parallelism, in which continuation of the 
independent and-parallel goals can be executed in parallel for each tupie of the 
cross-product set. 

In the AO-WAM, tupies belonging to cross-product set are represented sym-
bolically, i.e., a solution to a goal is denoted by the address of the terminal stack-
frame generated during its execution. The múltiple environments are represented 



by means of a suitably extended binding array. Implementation of solution sharing 
requires that if a processor selects a (symbolic) tupie for further execution of the 
continuation of the independent and-parallel goals, it first updates its binding array 
with conditional bindings (recorded in the trail) created during generation of each of 
the solutions present in the selected tupie. This operation of updating the binding 
array from the trail during solution sharing is known as loading. Loading the BA 
with conditional bindings made along component solutions of a tupie may also be 
necessary during a task switch from one node to another, if a tupie is encountered 
along the path. 

3. T h e Computa t iona l M o d e l 

IDIOM exploits or-parallelism, independent and-parallelism and (determínate) 
dependent-and parallelism. Like the Extended And-Or Tree Model, IDIOM uses 
Conditional Graph Expressions (CGEs) [12] (an improvement of EGEs [5]) to ex-
press independent and-parallelism, which can be generated by compile time analysis 
as in [16]. Determinacy properties of goals are found by a determinacy preprocessor 
as in [19] and the appropriate determinacy code is tagged on to the program. 

(# determínate goals != 0) 

Fig 1: Phases in Parallel Execution 

Execution consists of 3 phases: the Dependent And-parallel Phase (DAP), the 
Independent And-parallel (IAP) phase, and the Or-parallel (ORP) phase. In the 
DAP phase all goals that can be determinately reduced are evaluated in parallel 
(including those inside the CGEs) until none are left. The leftmost goal is then 
examined to see if it is (i) a simple goal; or (ii) a CGE. In case (i) the ORP 
phase is entered while in case (ii) the IAP phase is entered. In the ORP phase 
the first alternative to the goal is selected (other alternatives are made available 
for or-parallel execution), head unification is performed, and the DAP phase is 
entered again. In the IAP phase, firstly the condition in the CGE is evaluated. If 
true, the components of the CGE are made available for independent and-parallel 
processing. In practice, the leftmost component is selected immediately and the 
other components are made available for parallel execution. The ORP phase will 
then be entered to process the leftmost goal of the selected component in or-parallel. 
If the condition in the CGE evaluates to false, the ORP phase is entered immediately 



to process the leftmost goal in the CGE in or-parallel. When execution of a goal 
in the ORP or DAP phase leads to success, if this goal was a component of a CGE 
this is detected and the cross-product is computed incrementally. Execution of the 
continuation of the CGE then continúes in the DAP phase. The control algorithm 
is abstracted in fig 1. 

We will shortly illiistrate the IDIOM model through an example (section 3.2), 
but first let us investígate the interaction of independent and-parallelism (expressed 
through CGEs) and dependent and-parallelism. 

3 .1 . Condit ional Graph Express ions 

Conditional Graph Expressions (CGEs) [5, 12] are expressions of the form 

((condition) =>• goal\ & goa¡2 & . . . & goaln) 

meaning tha t , if [condition) is true, goals goal\ ... goaln are to be evaluated in 
parallel, otherwise they are to be evaluated sequentially. The (condition) is a con-
junction of tests of the form ground([vi,..., vn]), which checks whether the variables 
v\,...,vn are bound to ground terms, or indep(vi,Vj), which checks whether the 
set of variables reachable from u¿ and Vj are disjoint. Checking for groundness and 
independence involves simple run-time tests, details of which are presented in [5]. 
In this section we will discuss the interaction of the execution of CGEs with the 
eager execution of determínate goals. 

We assume that compile-time analysis is used to annotate programs with CGEs. 
Since our actual execution model differs from Prolog, we would prefer compile-time 
analysis to take this into account in order to exploit máximum independent and-
parallelism. However, carrying out such an analysis precisely is quite a complex 
task in itself. Therefore, we assume that compile-time annotation of CGEs is done 
with Prolog's operational semantics in mind. This fits well with the fact that we 
want our user language to be Prolog (so that the users have a simple execution 
model in mind while writing programs). In addition, this allows us to make use of 
the compile-time analysis technology that has been developed for Prolog (such as 
[16]). But it also introduces two new sets of issues arising from: 

(i) (eager) evaluation of determínate goals affecting the evaluation of conditions 
in CGEs. 

(ii) (parallel) evaluation of goals in CGEs affecting the (eager) evaluation of deter
mínate goals. 

A simple way to tackle the above is to declare the CGEs to be "sensitive" to 
early bindings, in the sense of Andorra-I [19]. The preprocessor will then insert 
appropriate control information to guarantee that no goal which can affect these 
variables is executed early. This is guaranteed to produce the same behaviour (and 
the same amount of independent and- parallelism) as in Prolog, but at the cost 
of compromising some of the co-routining. Henee this solution is unattractive. In 
the next 2 sub-sections we analyze the above issues in more detail and present less 
restrictive solutions. 

3 .1 .1 . Interact ions of de termínate goals w i th condit ions in C G E s 

Due to eager execution of determínate goals certain goals which are independent 
in Prolog style execution may become dependent in IDIOM, or vice-versa. Henee 
the condition part of certain CGEs may evalúate to a different valué from the one 



obtained in Prolog execution. As an example, consider the query ? - (indep(X,Y) 
=> p(X) & q ( Y ) ) , X = Y. where p and q have múltiple candidate clauses. If ex-
ecuted left to right, X and Y would be independent before, and while, p and q are 
executed, which allows for their parallel execution. However, if determínate goals 
are allowed to execute eagerly, the goal X = Y would be executed first, while p and 
q would be suspended. This would destroy the independence between p and q. 

Rather than placing any restrictions on eager evaluation of determínate goals, 
we allow unrestricted execution of determínate goals and CGEs. If eager execution 
of determínate goals renders some independence conditions false, we let this par-
allelism be lost. In contrast, we can also gain some new parallelism, as the next 
example shows 

g (X,X) . p(X) : - . . . q(X) : - . . . 
p(X) : - . . . q(X) : - . . . 

? - g(X, Y) , ( indep( X, Y ) => p(X) & q(Y) ) , Y = c . 

where p, q have múltiple clauses: In a standard Prolog style execution indep(X, Y) 
would evalúate to false (because g(X,Y) aliases X to Y), while with eager execution 
of the determínate constraint Y = c it would evalúate to true. In fact, if we know at 
compile-time that some goals are bound to be determínate [4], we can exploit more 
independent and-parallelism by modifying the compile-time CGE annotator to take 
the eager execution of these determínate goals into account and thus annotate more 
goals as CGEst as suggested in [12]. 

Note that if independent and-parallelism arises due to groundness conditions or 
is unconditional, eager determínate execution will have no effect on the parallelism 
resulting from the corresponding CGE. Experimental data indeed shows [15] that 
a significant amount of independent and-parallelism indeed arises from groundness 
conditions, or is unconditional. Considering this fact, and also that we gain new 
cases of independent and-parallelism due to eager execution of determínate goals, 
we expect that in practice only very little independent and-parallelism will be lost 
due to the problems mentioned above. 

A problem still remains, however, with unrestricted eager execution of deter
mínate goals and the CGEs. Consider the clause ( true => p(X) & q ( Y ) ) , X = 
Y (where t rue arises due to a reduction of the condition part of the CGE during 
compile-time analysis). If X = Y is executed first then execution of p may influence 
execution of q and vice versa due to the variable aliasing that takes place. We cali 
this the variable aliasing problem. We show that in such a situation we can still 
execute p and q in independent and-parallel, without performing any redundant 
work compared to left-to-right execution. 

Given a goal ? - p ( X ) , q(X), traditionally, one does not execute p and q in 
parallel because if q starts execution without waiting for bindings created by p for 
X then its search space could be inordinately large. To avoid this redundant com-
putation one has to follow the sequential order. Now, going back to the goal ( true 
=> p(X) & q ( Y ) ) , X = Y, if we execute X = Y last, p and q would be independent 
and, therefore, their parallel execution would not lead to any redundant work being 
performed. However, if we allow X = Y to execute first in accordance with the An
dorra principie, our goal would become similar to the earlier goal ? - p ( X ) , q(X) 

I An interesting point is that eager execution of a determínate goal may cancel out the effect 

of another goal on the result of independence condition evaluation. In the query aboveif g ( X , Y ) 

were determínate and occurred to the right of the CGE, its evaluation would cause Í n d e p ( X , Y ) 
to evalúate to false, but executing Y = C would restore the independence. 



and it would appear that the amount of work done in executing q would depend 
on the order of execution between p and q. This is true, but still if one lets p and 
q execute independently in parallel without any regard for this aliasing, one would 
still do the same amount of work as in the case where X = Y was executed after p 
and q, i.e. as in left-to-right execution. In other words, the amount of work can-
not increase by executing X = Y first, compared to left to right execution or puré 
independent and-parallel execution such as in &-Prolog [13]. However, the imple-
mentation would still need to unify the two different valúes generated for X (or Y, 
since the two variables are aliased) by p and q respectively; this corresponds to the 
unification that would eventually be performed in executing X = Y in left-to-right 
execution. In our model, the different valúes for X produced by p and q are unified 
when the cross-product of their solutions is computed (see section 4.4), following 
the method in [8]. 

3.1 .2 . Interact ions of Goals in C G E s wi th D e t e r m í n a t e Goals 

Independent execution of two (or more) parallel goals can render goals ex-
ternal to the CGE determínate. This in turn can affect the independence of the 
components executing in parallel. Consider the following program 

p ( l ) . q ( 3 ) . r ( l , 2) : - 1 , m, n . 
p ( 2 ) . q ( 4 ) . r ( 2 , 3) : - a, b . 

r ( 3 , 4) : - e , f. 

and the query: 
? - ( t r u e => p(X) & q(Y) ) , r ( X , Y) . 

During independent and-parallel execution of p, its second alternative would 
render r determínate. Executing r eagerly in accordance to the Andorra principie 
would bind Y to 3. This would render q, which has perhaps already started execution 
in parallel with p, determínate. Thus, p and q, which were independent at the 
beginning of the execution of the CGE, end up influencing each others execution. 
In this situation, maintaining the consistency of bindings and goal chain becomes 
extremely complicated and overhead prone. 

Consider the same program again, and another scenario: During independent 
and-parallel execution of p, its first alternative renders r determínate. Simultane-
ously, the execution of the first alternative of q also renders r determínate. However, 
in both cases the matching clause for r is different, and, although the combination 
of the first alternative of p and q should lead to failure, this would not be detected 
in the example above until after the first alternatives of p and q have completely 
finished and execution of continuation of the CGE has started. Since the failure is 
not detected early, any work done in eagerly reducing r and then 1 , m, n , a, b 
etc. would be wasted. This problem is a special case of the problem mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, in which determínate execution of r binds Y to a binding 
inconsistent to that generated by q. 

A solution to the the above problems of wasted work and loss of independence 
is to delay at runtime the execution of goals which are outside the scope of the 
CGE and which are made determínate during execution of that CGE until after the 
alternatives to the independent and-parallel goals which made these goals determí
nate have been completely executed. Our model indeed adopts this solution. The 
goals to be delayed in such a manner are recorded in a data structure (in the case 
of our implementation they are recorded in the goal trail, see section 4.4). Before 
execution of the continuation of the CGE is begun, these recorded goals are placed 



in the determinate-goal run-queue for determínate execution. However, any goal 
which is rendered determínate but which lies within the CGE is allowed to execute 
eagerly in normal fashion. Likewise, those goals which became determínate from 
other sources are also free to execute eagerly in the normal fashion. We lose some 
dependent and-parallelism (and some coroutining) due to this slight restriction on 
the execution of determínate goals to the right of CGE, but any other means of 
ensuring correct execution would involve too much run-time overhead. 

3 .2 . E x a m p l e 

To illiistrate execution in IDIOM we take the following program for finding 
"cousins at the same generation who have the same genetic at tr ibutes" a modi-
fication of a program taken from [23]. The assertion p a r e n t ( X , Y) means Y is 
the parent of X, a t t r i b u t e s (X, Px) means Px is a list of attributes of X, and 
s e t _ x i o n ( S l , S2, S3) represents that set S3 is the result of intersection of sets SI 
and S2. 

sg(X, X, P i , Pf ) : - a t t r i b u t e s ( X, Px ) , s e t_x ion ( Px, P i , Pf ) . 
sg(X, Y, P i , Pf ) : - X ^ Y, 

( indep(X, Y) => ( p a r e n t ( X , Xp), a t t r i b u t e s ( X p , Pxp)) & 
( p a r e n t ( Y , Yp), a t t r i b u t e s ( Y p , Pyp)) ) , 

s e t _ x i o n ( P i , Pxp, P x i ) , s e t _ x i o n ( P x i , Pyp, P i i ) , 
sg(Xp, Yp, P i i , P f ) . 

s e t_x ion ( S I , S2, S3 ) : - s e t_x ion ( S I , S2, [ ] , S3 ) . 
s e t_x ion ( [ ] , _, I n , In ) . 
s e t_x ion ( [ X | T ] , S, I n , Out ) : - i n ( X, S, I n , IR ) , 

s e t_x ion ( T, S, IR, Out ) . 
i n ( _ , [ ] , I n , I n ) . 
in (X, [ X | J , I n , [ X | I n ] ) . 
in (X, [ Y | T ] , I n , Out) : - X / Y, i n ( X, T, I n , O u t ) . 

p a r e n t ( f r e d , f r a n k ) . 

a t t r i b u t e s ( f r e d , [ b r o w n - h a i r , g r e e n - e y e s , l a r g e - b u i l d ] ) . 

Consider the query: 

? - s g ( f r e d , j o h n , [ b r o w n - h a i r , g r e e n - e y e s ] , A t t ) . 

where the third argument is a list of attributes common to f r e d and j ohn, and we 
want to find out if they are cousins of the same generation and if so, their com
mon genetic attributes inherited from their common ancestor. The CGE annotator 
would only annotate the second clause for sg which gets annotated as shown in the 
program. 

The goal chain initially consists of the query goal. We check if it is determínate, 
which indeed it is, since only the second clause matches!. Head unification is then 

I A smart preprocessor, such as [19], can look ahead into the body of the clauses for Sg and 

from the condition X =̂ Y conclude that it is determínate. 



performed and the body of the second clause is inserted in the goal-chain. Only 
the s e t_x ion (P i ,Pxp , Pxi) subgoal is determínate (since P i is known) so it is 
reduced next. The cali to in from within set_xion soon suspends; however, the 
recursive cali to se t_xion can still continué determínate execution as long as there 
are list elements available in P i . This will result in a number of calis to in all of 
which would be suspended on Pxp. Eventually, no determínate goals are left, and 
the DAP phase is exited. Since the leftmost subgoal is a CGE, the IAP phase is 
entered. The independence condition evaluates to true, and parallel execution of the 
two components is started. The parent goals are executed in or-parallel, and for each 
alternative of parent the corresponding a t t r i b u t e s goal is executed determinately. 
As soon as an attributes goal is executed, and a binding for Pxp is generated, all 
the suspended in goals are rendered determínate and thus awakened; but due to 
the determínate goal problem mentioned in section 3.1.2 their execution is delayed 
until the execution of the CGE is over. Rather, the cross-product is computed 
and a tupie is selected for executing the continuation of the CGE. The determínate 
execution of the delayed in goals can then be started. (The two alternatives each, 
of the two parent goals, give rise to four cross-product tupies, which are pursued 
in (or-) parallel. The execution of the continuation of the CGE is the same for all 
tupies.) As soon as the execution of in instantiates Pxi and causes the first list 
element to appear in it, the second cali to set_xion becomes determínate and begins 
execution. As more and more list elements of Pxi are generated by the múltiple in 
goals, they are determinately consumed by the second set_xion. In the meantime 
the recursive cali to sg becomes determínate (since Xp and Yp are now known) and 
starts executing. As soon as an element of P i i is available, the first se t_xion cali 
inside recursive cali to sg becomes determínate and can begin execution. Thus, 
it 's as if a data pipeline has been set up between calis to set_xion, calis to in 
and the recursive cali to sg, which indeed gives rise to dependent and-parallelism. 
Or-parallelism is exploited in the execution of the parent goals, and independent 
and-parallelism in the execution of the CGE. Thus, all three forms of parallelism 
are exploited in the IDIOM-based execution of this program. 

4. I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of I D I O M 

In this section we provide a brief outline of an IDIOM implementation. The 
IDIOM execution model can be viewed as a combination of AO-WAM and Andorra-
I. At the level of or- and independent and-parallelism, execution in IDIOM is similar 
to AO-WAM, while at the level of dependent and-parallelism execution mimics 
Andorra-I. 

4.1 Env ironment Representa t ion and Variable Acces s 

A major problem in any logic programming system that incorporates or-para
llelism is the management of the múltiple environments that may exist simultane-
ously. A number of techniques have been proposed for handling this problem. A 
systematic description and analysis of these techniques can be found in [9]. In
corporaron of other forms of parallelism such as dependent and independent and-
parallelism into the system make this task ever more complicated. In [9] it is shown 
that BA method [26, 24] is ideally suited for or-parallel implementations on shared 
memory multiprocessor systems because the two most frequent operations in logic 
programming systems—task creation and variable access—are performed in it in 
constant-time. Task switching is a non constant-time operation but it can be opti-
mised by a careful choice of work scheduling algorithm. We use the BA technique 



in our implementation, suitably modifying it to incorpórate independent and de
pendent and-parallelism. 

4 .1 .1 . Ex tend ing Binding Arrays for Independent And-paral le l i sm 

In the presence of independent and-parallelism the binding-arrays method for 
the puré or-parallel case must be extended to achieve constant-time access to vari
ables. To see the problem, consider the goals p, (true => q l & q2), r, where q l and 
q2 also exhibit or-parallelism. Suppose further that goal p has been completed. In 
order to execute goals q l and q2 in and-parallel, it is necessary to maintain sepárate 
binding arrays for them. As a result, the binding-array offsets for any condition-
ally bound variables that come into existence within these two goals will overlap. 
Thus, when r is at tempted, we are faced with the problem of merging the binding-
arrays for q l and q2 into one composite binding-array or maintaining fragmented 
binding-arrays. 

To solve the above problem, first recall that in the binding-array method [26, 24] 
an offset-counter is maintained for each branch of the or-parallel tree for assigning 
offsets to conditional variables. However, offsets to the conditional variables in 
the and-parallel branches cannot be uniquely assigned, since there is no implicit 
ordering among them; at run-time a processor can traverse them in any order. 

To incorpórate independent and-parallelism, we introduce one more level of 
indirection in the binding arrays. Each processor, in addition to maintaining the 
binding array, also maintains another array called the base array. Each component 
of a CGE, when it is encounted during execution, is assigned a unique integer id 
called IAP-id. When a processor encounters a component of the CGE, it stores the 
offset of the next free location of the binding array in the ¿-th location of its base 
array, where i is the IAP-id of the component. The offset-counter is reset to zero. 
Subsequent conditional variables are bound to the pair {i,v), where v is the valué 
of the counter. The counter is incremented every time a conditional variable is 
bound to this pair. The binding of a conditional variable is dereferenced by double 
indirection through the base and binding array using this pair [8]. 

Note that access to variables is constant-time, though the constant is slightly 
larger compared to the binding-arrays method for puré or-parallelism due to the 
double indirection. Also note that now the base array must be updated (in addition 
to the binding array) on a task-switch. 

4.1 .2 . Ex tend ing Binding Arrays for D e p e n d e n t And-paral le l i sm 

In the binding arrays method the valué cell and the access cell are not identical 
[9]. A valué cell is the location where the binding of a variable is stored when 
created (the trail in case of BA method) while the access-cell is the location where 
the binding of a variable is to be looked up when it is needed during unification 
(the corresponding cell in the binding array in the BA method)t . If we wish to 
incorpórate dependent and-parallelism then we have to make sure that all processors 
participating in a dependent and- parallel computation have a common access-cell 
for a given variable so that a binding made by one processor is immediately visible 
to the other. A very simple way to ensure this, is to have processors work as a 

I This is the reason why task-switch time is non constant-time in the BA method since during 

task-switching the access-cells (in binding arrays) have to be updated with correct bindings from 

the valué cells (stored along the trail). 



team, as done in the Andorra-I system [20], where the whole team shares a common 
binding array during execution. We indeed adopt this concept in IDIOM. 

Each IDIOM processor has a binding and base array associated with it, and 
can be in one of two modes: master or slave. As a slave, a processor is disallowed 
to select independent and-or or-parallel work; its task is to help a processor in the 
master mode to solve determínate goals. However, a slave processor is allowed to 
dynamically change its state to master mode. A processor in the master mode can 
have more than one slave processors attached to it, sharing its data-structures, and 
giving rise to a team. Sharing of binding and base arrays ensures that all processors 
in a team, participating in the dependent and-parallel work, have a common access-
cell for a given variable. Note that or-parallelism is exploited when two master 
processors select different alternatives from a choice point, while independent and-
parallelism is exploited when two master processors select different components of a 
CGE. Thus, or-parallelism and independent and-parallelism are exploited by teams 
of processors, similar to the way or-parallelism is exploited in Andorra-I. 

Note that as a result of sharing, the BA becomes a shared structure and has to 
be locked when accessed for writing (it need not be locked for reading, since Prolog 
variables are write-once only). Every time a processor in the team needs to allocate 
space for a conditional variable in the BA it atomically reads the offset counter and 
increments it. To avoid excessive locking, the processors can allocate space in the 
BA in chunks at a time and assign the offsets locally until the chunk is exhausted, 
as done in [20]. The dereferencing algorithm remains as described in 4.1.1. 

4.2 . D a t a Áreas and M e m o r y M a n a g e m e n t 

The main data-structures that a IDIOM processor uses are essentially similar 
to those found in efficient Prolog systems—a local stack, a heap and a trail. In 
addition, it also uses variable access arrays (binding and base arrays), and work 
queues for scheduling the different kinds of parallel work available. The local stack is 
split into a node-stack and a choice-point stack to facilítate flexible task scheduling. 
Space is recovered from these stacks on backtracking as well as when a determínate 
goal is successfully reduced. In order to support eager evaluation of determínate 
goals we propose to use goal stacking (similar to Andorra-I) rather than WAM 
style environment stacking. Parallel work created during IDIOM execution is of 
four kinds: (i) or-parallel work from alternatives of a choice point, (ii) independent 
and-parallel work arising from CGEs, (iii) dependent and-parallel work arising from 
determínate goals and (iv) or-parallel work arising from cross-product tupies. There 
is a queue for each kind of work: we cali the 4 queues ORP queue, IAP queue, DAP 
queue and CP queue, respectively. 

Note that only the variable access arrays and the DAP queue, are private to 
a team, the other data-structures being visible to processors in other teams. Pro
cessors in slave mode share the heap, node-stack, choice-point stack, trail, variable 
access arrays, and work queues of their current master. As mentioned before for 
the binding arrays, sharing of stacks between members of the same team we use the 
"chunk" scheme of Andorra-I, in which stacks are divided into chunks which allow 
each worker to allocate enfries independently. 

4 .3 . Goal Chain M a n a g e m e n t 

We propose to use goal stacking to keep track of continuation of the current 
goal and of the goals remaining to be executed during execution. Henee, we adopt 
most of the techniques that have been developed for the Andorra-I system, making 



suitable modifications to support CGEs. During eager determínate execution the 
goal chain is eagerly explored by slave processors and determínate goals are executed 
and deleted from the goal chain. To avoid copying the entire goal chain for each 
alternative during or-parallel forking the links connecting the goals in the goal chain 
are replaced by variables [20]. The actual link information is stored as bindings of 
these variables. The advantage is that these bindings can be made conditionally, 
so that each or- alternative shares a common set of goals but sees a different order 
between them depending upon its context. As with all conditional bindings, these 
conditional link assignments are trailed so that during task-switching the correct 
goal chain can be restored when moving from one node to another. 

Fig 2: Representing CGE in Goal Chain 

The goal chain can support CGEs quite simply. A goal, containing a CGE, of 
the form ((cond) => g l & g2 & . . .& g n ) , p is organised as in fig. 2. The start 
of a CGE is indicated by SCGE which essentially serves the same role as the "Parcall 
Frame" of the PWAM [13]. The various components of the CGE are separated by 
the identifier NC (= Next Component). The end of the CGE is indicated by CP. 
The beginning of each component is accessible from SCGE, and the end of the CGE 
(CP) is accessible from the end of each component. These pointers are needed to 
facilítate independent and-parallel execution of the CGE and computation of the 
cross-product of solutions of the components of the CGE. When a master processor 
P l (of team T I ) encounters a CGE it evaluates its condition part (stored with 
SCGE). If the condition evaluates to false, then NC, CP, etc. are treated as nuil 
goals. If the condition evaluates to true, P l follows the pointers to the various 
components and puts them in the IAP run-queue. 

4.4 . Parallel Execut ion and Task Schedul ing 

The execution of CGEs in IDIOM is based on the execution of CGEs in the 
AO-WAM [8]. We therefore first briefly describe how CGEs are executed in the 
AO-WAM. Essentially, the various components of a CGE are evaluated in parallel. 
Each component can have more than one solution, which are found in or-parallel. 
A solution is (symbolically) represented by the address of the terminal stack-frame 
of that component. Thus, when a processor produces a solution for a component, 
it first checks if at least one solution has been found for all the other components 
(a list of solutions is maintained for each component to facilítate this task). If 
not, it starts working on the component which is still untried. If there are no 
untried components, but a solution has not been found for some of them (i.e., other 
processors are working on finding a solution for these components), then it simply 
backtracks and tries to find another solution for the component it is working on. If 
at least one solution has been found for all the components, the processor computes 
a cross-product of the solution sets for other components with the current solution 



it has just found. It then picks up one of the cross-product tupies, recording the 
rest in the CP queue for other processors, loads the conditional bindings made in 
other components in its binding array (in the process recording their IAP-ids in its 
base array) and continúes with the goal after the CGE. Likewise, when a processor 
steals a cross-product tupie from the CP queue of another processor, it loads binding 
and base arrays, and continúes with the execution of the goal after the CGE. The 
loading operation can be made efficient by using techniques described in [10]. 

To adopt the execution of CGEs in IDIOM as described above we have to tackle 
the problems arising due to dependent and- parallelism described in section 3.1. 
These problems are solved through the following modifications: (i) To incorpórate 
dependent and-parallelism a component of a CGE is processed by a team, rather 
than a single processor. This fact can be advantageously used for parallelising 
the loading operation—the slave processors can be used for loading the conditional 
bindings from different components of the CGE in parallel. (ii) To solve the variable 
aliasing problem of section 3.1.1. the operation of loading a BA (performed for 
solution sharing) is modified. In the AO-WAM the binding installation operation 
during loading is a simple assignment of the trailed valué to the appropriate cell 
of the BA. In IDIOM the BA cell may already contain a binding (due to aliasing 
between two independent variables). In such a case, the resident binding and the 
current binding have to be unifiedj. If the unification fails, then the team abandons 
the tupie being loaded, and picks another one. Note, however, that the loading 
operation performed during task-switching does not need to be changed. (iii) To 
solve the determínate goal problem described in section 3.1.2 we place pointers to 
goals to the right of CGE, which are rendered determínate due to execution within 
the CGE, in a special trail called the goal trail. The fact that the goal is to the right 
of the CGE can be easily determined from the goal chain by comparing IAP-ids. 
During the loading operation the goal-trail is also traversed and goals found in it 
are awakened and put in the DAP run-queue. 

The execution of dependent and-parallel goals is very similar to Andorra-I. In 
the DAP phase processors in slave mode keep polling their master 's DAP queue. If 
they find a goal, they load their control and data registers and execute that goal. 
In the process of execution they may genérate some more determínate goals which 
will be placed in the DAP queue. If the slave processors have to stay idle for some 
time in the DAP phase, then they abandon their current master and find a new one 
which has máximum valué for the metric -^—-—^—queue) ^ w j i e r e jy j g ^ e number 
of processors in the team. Note that no significant overhead is involved in changing 
masters except for the work done in searching for one which has máximum valué for 
the metric. Outside of the DAP phase, the slave processors can also change their 
mode and help in performing independent and- and or-parallel work. However, if 
they do not decide to change their mode to master, they help their current master 
during backtracking and loading operations. During these operations the team has 
to backtrack/load as a whole, thus the slaves cannot be doing any other work, and 
henee the master can assign branches in the search tree to the slaves to load or 
backtrack over. 

5. Conclus ions 

In this paper we presented an integrated model called IDIOM which exploits the 

three main forms of parallelism—independent and-, (determínate) dependent and-, 

I In the context of parallel loading, just mentioned, this also means that processors have to 

lock the BA cell during binding installation. 



and or-parallelism—without any aid from the user. While exploiting dependent 
and-parallelism we also obtain a reduction in search space because of the at tendant 
co-routining. Exploiting independent and-parallelism leads to a reduction in the 
number of inferences performed due to solution sharing. We discussed issues that 
arise from the interaction of different kinds of parallelism, in particular the inter-
action of CGEs (used for annotating independent and-parallel goals at compile-
time) with eager execution of determínate goals, and presented our solutions to 
them. We also presented a complete implementation scheme for IDIOM, along with 
main data-structures and control algorithms. We presented an or-parallel environ-
ment representation scheme—a modification of the Binding Arrays method—which 
can accommodate both independent and-parallelism and dependent-and parallelism. 
We believe that this is the first implementation strategy that a t tempts to exploit 
all three main forms of parallelism in a single framework. We also believe that our 
implementation scheme, which is a combination of the Andorra-I and AO-WAM 
systems, can be implemented quite efficiently. Other and-or parallel systems such 
as ACE [7] can also be extended in the manner described in this paper to incorpórate 
dependent and-parallelism. 
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